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GrindTec 2020: World’s leading trade fair in grinding
technology increasingly in the focus of international
companies
Augsburg – The 300 registrations for the GrindTec 2020 in just under five
months speak for themselves: the leading platform for grinding
technology is becoming more and more international. Whereas at the
GrindTec 2000 just 15 per cent of the 164 exhibitors came from abroad,
most recent figures showed 45% of the 644 companies.The number of
countries represented also rose accordingly from 8 to 30! The
increasingly intensive development of the markets in Asia has contributed
significantly to the internationalisation of the GrindTec at a whole series of
trade fairs.
GrindTec: greater presence at international trade fairs
The GrindTec has developed into a known factor in the world of grinding
technology. Whether at the Cimes in Beijing, the IMTS in Chicago or the
IMTEX in Bangalore – wherever the AFAG and the FDPW are at work,
the GrindTec is known and appreciated as the leading trade fair in the
branch. In the near future the organizer and sponsor will be presenting
the GrindTec from 18 – 20 March 2019 in the lecture forum at the
Grinding Technology in Tokyo. And it will have a booth of its own for the
first time.
Even more service for exhibitors and visitors
Although a whole range of new hotels in Augsburg will be available in the
coming years, there will always be exhibitors and visitors who prefer
staying in nearby Munich. They will now be pleased about a further
shuttle bus line. From 17 – 21 March an additional bus will run between
the centre of Munich (bus station) and the exhibition centre in Augsburg.
The Munich airport has already been long connected with Augsburg via a
shuttle bus line. (Timetables at www.grindtec.de).

Participation documents at www.grindtec.de
Particpation documents for the GrindTec 2020 are available as a download
on the GrindTec home page.
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Dear Journalists and Editorial Representatives,
Thank you very much for your interest in our press information! Should you
not wish to receive any press information about AFAG trade fairs and
exhibitions in future, then we regret this but will remove you immediately
from the mailing list. Please write us a short email in this case to
info@grindtec.de or answer this letter. We will also be glad to answer any
questions at the telephone number +49 (0) 821 – 5 89 82 143.

